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General overview
eTracDoc is software for the simplified search of multi-brand agricultural spare parts which,

thanks to its unique proprietary system, makes it easy to find the desired spare part codes

without time-consuming and cumbersome searches on tables or exploded views.

eTracDoc was created to meet these needs:

● it is versatile: it can be used for consultation and for sales.

● it is expandable: compilation started with tractors, but will soon be implemented with all

agricultural machinery such as mounted equipment, combine harvesters, grape

harvesters, etc.

● it is international: ready to go beyond national borders, dealing with both Italian and

foreign brands and managing multilingual descriptions (English, French, Spanish,

German and Italian).

● it's simple: even a warehouseman who is not an expert or not competent in a specific

request can serve the customer safely with eTracDoc.

● it is safe: human error of interpretation is minimised, thus reducing returns, complaints

and incorrect shipments.

Our system is therefore convenient for:

● spare parts dealers

● tractor and agricultural machinery manufacturers

● spare parts manufacturers

● end users such as farmers, contractors and agricultural companies

eTracDoc saves searching time, minimises errors, complaints and returns, optimises storage

and speeds up deliveries.
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Requirements

● Computer

● Internet connection

● Updated web browser
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1 Activating the Service
You can access the eTracDoc service either via the official site ( www.etracdoc.com ), or

via the site of your trusted supplier who has subscribed to an extended licence.

1.1 Registration via the official website
To register via the official site, go to www.etracdoc.com and add your preferred

subscription duration to the shopping cart. On the shopping cart page that will open,

click on "Proceed with Order", then you will be asked for all the billing information for the

service and the order will be completed with payment by credit card or paypal. It is

important to remember the email address entered when placing the order because it will

be the same one used for the login and for all other communications on eTracDoc.

1.2 Registration confirmation and login
Go to the email box you chose to register and you will find a new message confirming

your subscription order and another one with the self-generated password to access the

site. Once you have obtained the password, you can log in to the portal by clicking on

"My Account" or on this link by entering the registration email and the password you have

just received. Once you have logged in, a link to access eTracDoc will appear on the site's

function bar, as shown in the screenshot.

https://www.etracdoc.com/
https://www.etracdoc.com/
https://www.etracdoc.com/mio-account/
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1.3 Access via the supplier's portal
If you have received access to eTracDoc via your supplier, you must log in on the

supplier's portal and follow the instructions there.
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2 Interface

The eTracDoc interface is divided into several areas: the language selection area, the function

button area, the search area, and the article presentation area.

2.1 Language Selection
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eTracDoc is developed to support 5 languages, clicking the flag for the chosen language will

update the interface and save the preference. The entire interface will be displayed in the

desired language and all article titles, notes, machine notes and sections will be displayed in the

chosen language.

2.2 Function buttons

Function buttons manage particular areas of the system: “Favourites” and “View Requests” will

be dealt with later in chapters 5 and 6 respectively.

The "Manual" button opens this document in a new window. The "Information" button shows the

following window with the end of subscription data, the date of the last data update and the

date of the last application update.
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2.3 Search area

The search area shows the various types of search possible:

● The search by brand, machinery, sections

● Search by article code

● Search by article description

Each type of search will be dealt with later in chapter 3; please note two additional buttons in

this area:

Button (1) adds the currently selected machine to your favourite machines (see Chapter 5),

button (2) clears the search fields.
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2.4 Presentation of articles

The list of articles has 7 columns: the original code, the brand name, the application sections

and sub-sections, the description, the article notes and any article notes relating to the chosen

machine.

Note: (1) the button adds the article to your favourite articles (see the appropriate section) and

(2) hovering the mouse over all the grid cells shows the contents highlighted, which is useful for

fully viewing the contents that exceed the cell size.

Clicking on the row of the chosen article will open the interface for the individual article (see

Chapter 4).

3 Search
3.1 Search by brand, machinery, sections

Typically, the search takes place in 3 or 4 steps:

1. we start by clicking on the brand drop-down menu and selecting the brand related to the

machine whose spare part we are looking for.
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2. After selecting the brand, the menu (2) for selecting the machine will be enabled.

Start by typing the model (or part of it) of the machine you are looking for into the field,

and you will see the drop-down menu below populate with models to choose from.

The manually entered text will be searched for in each part of the machinery name.

3. Once the desired machinery has been selected, it may sometimes happen that different

motor set-ups are available for that machine, in which case the drop-down menu (3) for

choosing the motorisation will also be enabled.

4. Following the selection of the chosen machine (or engine set-up), the article grid will fill

up and it will be possible to further filter the result by section or subsection.
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Clicking on the "Sections" button will open the tree of completed sections of the specific

machine, making it possible to:

○ Select of "All Sections" to display again the complete list of articles related to the

machine.

○ select of the chosen section.

○ navigate through the subsections and the selection of a specific subsection.

At this point we can find in the list below a single part (which is what we were looking for), or

several parts that differ in terms of the characteristics listed in the "Article Notes" column or

specific applications that we will find in the "Machinery Notes" column.

All that remains is to select with one click which of the variants is the one we are looking for

(see chapter 4).
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3.2 Search by Article Code
The second type of search we can perform is the

search by article code. In the search area, simply

type the code you are looking for (or part of it) into

the "Code Search" field and the grid will populate

with all codes that begin with, or contain, that

sequence of letters and numbers. All codes that

contain the sequence we have entered either in the

part number or barcode or any other previous or

subsequent coding associated with the article will

also appear. With one click we can open the article

we are interested in (see chapter 4).

It is important to note that if a machine has been

selected, the search will be limited to the articles

associated with that machine. If, on the other hand, no machinery has been previously selected,

the search will be performed on the entire archive.

3.3 Search by description
The third and last type of search we can perform on eTracDoc is the Search by Description. In

the search area, simply type the name of the part we are looking for into the "Search

Description" field. It is important to bear in mind that the part name search is carried out in the

language of your choice, and if you have selected a machine, the search will be limited to the

articles associated with that machine.
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4 Article sheet
By clicking on the line of an article, the relevant window will open showing the following

interface:

Let us analyse all areas of the article card in detail:
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1. The title of the window consists of the Brand, the article code and the description.

2. In zone (2) we find information on the article: weight and any notes.

3. In zone (3) are the subsections associated with the article and any notes relating to the

application of the article on the previously selected machine.

Attention: if you have opened the article sheet following a search by code or description,
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without having selected the machine, this zone will not show any information.

4. The area (4) presents the list of compatible articles. If an article from the list is clicked

on, the current window will populate with the details of the clicked article.

5. The area (5) shows related articles to the current article. If an article from the list is

clicked on, the current window will populate with the details of the article clicked on.

6. In panel (6), photos of the article are visible.

7. In area (7) you will find the list of replacement codes, both previous and subsequent.

8. In zone (8) the relevant replacement graph determined by the replacements over time of

the current article.

9. In area (9) are all possible applications of the article: by hovering the mouse over each

machine, the tooltip will show whether it is an original or compatible application.
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If a machine from the list is clicked on, the current window will close and the main

search interface will load the details of the chosen machine.

10. In the area (10) are the action buttons, "Favourite" has the function of inserting (or

removing if present) the item from the list of favourite items (see chapter 5). The "Close"

button has the function of closing the window.

5 Favourites management
5.1 Interface of favourite articles and machinery

Clicking on the “Favourites” button on the interface will open the right column of the grid, which

will show the list of favourite articles and the list of favourite machines.

The favourites function is useful for two important reasons:
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1. Create a quick access list of the most frequently consulted machines, setting up a

personal machinery pool to be quickly kept under control.

2. Create a list of items to generate CSV or PDF exports to easily request quotations or

send orders to your suppliers complete with machinery notes and details.

As we have seen above, articles can be

added to and removed from one's list of

favourites by clicking on the star next to

the article code or on the “Favourite”

button within the article's tab. An item can

also be removed from the list of favourites

by clicking on the delete button

represented by the recycle bin.

A machine can be added to or removed

from the list of favourites by clicking on

the star next to the machinery search (see

chapter 2.3), or by clicking on the delete

button represented by the recycle bin.

With a single click on the “Qta” column, the

quantity in the selected row can be changed
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The buttons on the toolbar have these functions:

● "Empty" deletes all favourite articles.

● "Create PDF" generates a PDF file with all favourite articles. The wording used on the

PDF will be "per Price quotation" or "per Order" depending on the choice selected in the

menu to the right of the button. The file will contain not only the quantities, codes and

related marks, but also notes and application notes for the machine.

● "Export CSV" generates a CSV file with 3 columns: Brand, Code, Quantity.

5.2 Interface for selecting reference machinery
Should we wish to add to

favourites an article that

we have found from a

code or description

search, an interface will

open to select the

desired application as

the information exported

in PDF also includes the
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details of the specific application.

5.3 Colouring of favourite articles
Once an article applied to a certain machine has been selected as a favourite, blue stars

associated both with articles compatible with the selected article and with the same article

applied to different machines will be visible in the interface.

Example: item 1909100

selected on the Fiat 100-90

DT machine shows a gold

star, all its compatibles show

a blue star.

Article 1909100, which was

consulted on another

machine than the machine on

which it was chosen as

preferred, e.g. Agrifull A100,

shows a blue star.
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6 Management of requests for sections and
advanced requests
The eTracDoc application allows interaction between users and the machinery compilation

team in order to request the completion of specific sections related to the searched and

currently incomplete machinery: “Section Requests” exist for this purpose.

● If you are accessing eTracDoc from the official website, “Advanced Requests” are

handled by the machinery compilation team and may concern the filing of machinery not

yet present in the system or requests for coding of particular sections that are not

normally included in our catalogues.

● If you are accessing eTracDoc through your supplier's portal, “Advanced Requests” are

forwarded directly to their staff in order to assist you with any questions you may have,

including availability and pricing.

Important: the number of section and advanced requests is limited on the basis of the duration

of the chosen subscription (in the case of access via the official website), or on the basis of the

contractual agreements in place with your supplier (in the case of access via your supplier's

portal).
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The “See Requests” function button shows the “List of Requests” window, which in turn

allows you to submit new section requests and new advanced requests and to see the status of

past requests.

6.2 Section request

Clicking on the “New Request for Sections” button will open a window requesting certain

information from the user:

1. It is necessary to specify the machinery for which we are requesting completion. If a

machinery has been selected in the search interface, the "“New Request for Sections"

window will be preconfigured on that machinery.

Important: Should a machinery not yet completed be searched for, the section request

window will open automatically.

2. Sub-sections of interest grouped by sections are then requested. Sub-sections that have

already been compiled will not be selectable and will display a tooltip indicating

“Sub-section already developed”.
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Important: all sub-sections are visible in the selection tree, but not all sub-sections

are actually present in all machines (e.g. crawler sub-sections). The compilation team

will close any irrelevant requests by informing the user.

3. In the right-hand area of the window it is possible to enter a comment that can better

qualify the request. It is also possible to insert image or PDF attachments.

4. When the essential requirements for inserting a section request are fulfilled, the save

button will be enabled.

By double-clicking on an already entered request, it will be possible to see the overall status of

the request, any messages from the compilation team and, if necessary, to enter reply messages

with attachments.
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6.3 Advanced request
Clicking on the "New Advanced Request" button will open a window which, depending on the

agreement with your trusted supplier, may look different and contain some information in the

part above the Brand.

The function of the advanced request is to get in touch directly with the compilation team (with

access via the official eTracDoc website) or with the staff of your trusted supplier (with access

via the supplier's portal).

● In the first case, it will be possible to request codes for sections not normally dealt with

or information on machinery not yet filed.

● In the second case, it will also be possible to request availability, quotations and

commercial information.

Let's look at the information needed to send an advanced request:
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1. It is necessary to specify the Brand of the machine for which we are requesting

information. The Brand may be one of those already present in the application, or a

different brand. The option proposed by default is the list of Brands managed, but

clicking on "No" in the "Brand Present" field will enable a text line to write the name of the

Brand.

2. It is necessary to specify the model of the machinery for which we are requesting

information. The machinery can be one of those already present in the application, or a

different model. The option proposed by default is the list of managed machinery, but

clicking on "No" in the "Machinery Present" field will enable a text line to write the model

of the machinery.

It is advisable to always specify the serial number.

3. In position (3) we should specify the subject of the search.

4. In the case of advanced requests, the possibility of including attachments (e.g. photos of

the requested part and photos of the machine nameplate) is particularly important.

5. When the essential requirements for entering an advanced request are fulfilled, the save

button will be enabled.

By double-clicking on an already entered request, it will be possible to see the overall status of

the request, any messages from the interlocutor and possibly insert reply messages with

attachments.
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